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Every year I define a little more precisely a catalogue of my reactions to art exhibitions. All 

emotions are possible, from tedium to delight. As in any aspect of life, it is the intermediate 

tones that prevail: moderate surprises, moderate disappointments, sighs of indifference. A few 

times a year –two or three, not more– one has the possibility of discovering something that, 

despite its newness, seems to have been waiting for us for a very long time. The excitement 

then is even greater than when we see the works of our favourite artists; to pleasure one must 

add a feeling of unexpected revelation. A brand new artist. 

 

For weeks I have been thinking how to write about Emerik Bernard (b. Celje, Slovenia, 1937). If 

I find trouble doing so, it must surely be because he is an important artist whose painting 

speaks for itself, as does any art which deserves that name. I nonetheless end up assuming the 

role of the exhibition-goer described by Julian Barnes in Keeping an Eye Open, an incorrigibly 

verbal creature who even after being plunged into silence by a great work of art feels the 

irrepressible need to make his opinion be known. At the end of the day, good art criticism has 

more to do with sharing feelings than giving lectures. That is why when one writes he should 

do so as if he were writing a letter (or an email) to a friend. 

 

It’s not the first time the Círculo de Bellas Artes has allowed me to add an important name to 

my particular catalogue of art. It did so little more than a year ago with the photomontages of 

Grete Stern. Like then, it has avoided all curatorial eccentricity. Save a few exceptions, the view 

of Emerik Bernard’s work is strictly chronological. His first paintings are missing from the 

selection, which means that what the viewer has before him or her, from the very beginning, is 

a fully mature artist. Perhaps on another occasion we will see a show of his early work, which 

is more clearly indebted to other artists but that is essential in order to understand his later 

development. 

 

https://uncuadrounasilla.wordpress.com/
https://uncuadrounasilla.files.wordpress.com/2016/01/57-barnes.pdf
https://uncuadrounasilla.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/52-stern.pdf


 

 

Through photographs, one can see that the work produced by Bernard in the sixties and 

seventies explicitly alludes to the concept of Merz coined by Kurt Schwitters, which consists of 

sticking bits of everyday life directly on the canvas. In the eighties, where the current 

exhibition begins, the lesson had been fully digested and absorbed into paintings that are 

entirely personal. Bernard continues to stick pieces of fabric and paper on the canvas, but in 

such a way that they become indistinguishable on first sight. It all makes up a dense, colour-

saturated pulp through forms which are sometimes vaguely organic and sometimes sharp as 

knives. My eyes fill with names: Alechinsky, Kirchner, De Kooning. The mind tries to digest the 

shock of the new with known references, failing to do so because Bernard’s paintings look like 

all of them without looking exactly like any of them. 

 

Emerik Bernard’s radical freedom is clear when he violently alters the rectangular shape of the 

painting. It is the frame that adapts to the needs of the brush, not the other way around. Is the 

canvas not begin enough? Very easy: he simply adds pieces of wood to the stretcher, no 

matter how eccentric the result may be. Bernard works suggest, never describe. The material 

density of his mature paintings seem to imitate the accumulative nature of memory. One must 

look at The Traces of Time for a long time before beginning to make out an urban landscape, as 

dense and imprecise as a memory. Moved by those vague evocations of landscapes, I hurry to 

make up for my complete ignorance of Slovenia. I find out, not without a little shame, that the 

country possesses a small strip of coast on the Adriatic Sea. With that unexpected 

Mediterranean reference, I begin to see some of Bernard’s paintings differently. I think I see, 

for example, a marine landscape in a beautiful piece entitled Scruple. Again, Bernard ignores 

the limits of the canvas and uses some strips of wood to create something that reminds me of 

a balcony looking out on the sea. 

 

It is necessary to remind oneself how difficult it is to do things well. It is very difficult to paint 

well, and when I say ‘paint well’ I mean to paint with freedom. Freedom with no talent –

contemporary art is full of examples – leads to tedium, but its opposite is just as dangerous. An 

excessive respect for one’s masters, for the opinion of the critics, the public or the possible 

commissioner leads to an art which is only half-made. I do not doubt the influences Bernard 

cites in one of his texts, of his admiration for Mondrian, Kandinsky or Barnett Newman, but 

neither that when he paints he enters a world which is strictly personal. It cannot be any other 

way. An art like his is unthinkable without militant creative autonomy. 

 

Apart from an artist, Bernard is also an art theoretician with several published books. He 

declares himself –somewhat provocatively, I suspect– heir to the early-twentieth-century 

avant-gardes. He is reluctant to accept precepts –solemn in theory but weak in practice– like 

the cliché death of painting. It is nonetheless curious that his works should remind me of 

artists that do not appear in his texts. It amazes and moves me greatly to discover in his works 

secret affinities with many Spanish painters. I say ‘affinities’ and not ‘influences’ on purpose. 

An influence is a lesson an artist learns and assimilates. Affinities are different. These can arise 

between artists that do not know each other, who may live in different places and times. Many 

are the names that, for several reasons, come to mind as I walk through the exhibition: 

Bonifacio, Lucio Muñoz, Navarro Baldeweg, Juan Giralt, Gordillo, even. 

 

https://uncuadrounasilla.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/18-schwitters1.pdf
https://uncuadrounasilla.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/24-alechinsky.pdf
http://www.circulobellasartes.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Bonifacio.__Su__pintura__su__mundo_4842.pdf
http://www.museoreinasofia.es/en/buscar?bundle=obra&f%5b0%5d=im_field_obra_autor%3A4939&items_per_page=45
http://www.galeriamarlborough.com/artistas-galeria.php?url=juan-navarro-baldeweg&tipo=normal&pag=7
https://uncuadrounasilla.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/58-giralt.pdf
http://www.museoreinasofia.es/en/buscar?bundle=obra&f%5b0%5d=im_field_obra_autor%3A4682&f%5b100%5d=&fecha=&items_per_page=15&keyword=&page=1&pasados=&sort=autor


 

 

I leave the exhibition quenched, exhausted like after a demanding and healthy physical 

exercise. I leave knowing that an artist has entered my retina to stay. If, on seeing his works for 

the first time, I could only say that Emerik Bernard reminded me of Alechinsky, Giralt or 

Navarro Baldeweg, the next time I see the work of any of the latter I will be able to say it is 

their work that reminds me of Bernard’s. It may seem nothing but a syntactical nuance, but it 

signals a profound change: it means my sensibility has widened irreparably. 

 

Emerik Bernard. The Contemporaneity of a Painting. Círculo de Bellas Artes. Alcalá, 42. Madrid. 

Until 2 April. 

 

 

 
Scruple, 1991. 

 

http://www.circulobellasartes.com/exposiciones/emerik-bernard/

